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IR Beacon
Solutions

IR Beacon
Solutions
Cejay Engineering is setting
the world standard for covert
signaling and identification of
military, law enforcement.
Our comprehensive selection
of Infrared (IR) signaling beacons provides a simple low
cost line of sight solution for
identifying personnel and objects on today’s dynamic coalition battlefield.

Why IR Combat ID?




Highly lethal ‘fires’ from
mixed forces on nonlinear
battlefield substantially increases the threat of IFF
“Line of sight” solution provides easier identification



Low cost effective solu-

Phoenix™ Jr. IR, IR-14
(NSN: 5855-01-438-4588)

Pegasus™ 7 Synchro IR, IR-35
(NSN: 5855-01-540-1898)

An extremely rugged and low cost
individual ID marker. Since its introduction in 1984, the Phoenix Jr. is the
most widely used ID system in the
world.

Synchronized IR beacon developed specifically for high risk
missions where rapid identification
of marked assets is critical. The
Pegasus 7 is used by the US and
British militaries .

Phoenix™ 1.5 IR, IR-15
(NSN: 5855-01-396-8734)

A simple programmable IR signaling
beacon designed for use as a personnel or vehicle marker during night
operations. The stored program is
easily erased by removing the battery.
Phoenix JR.™ 123
(NSN: 5855-01-618-0390)

A rugged and low cost IR beacon
equipped with a spring clip for easy
attachment. Designed to use a CR123
Battery, the JR123 is 50% smaller and
lighter than the traditional Phoenix™ Jr.
Phoenix™ 2.5 IR, IR-25
(NSN: 5855-01-452-9877)

A programmable IR beacon that stores
two user defined six second encoded
signals. Must be used with the Phoenix
2.5 Program Controller (NSN:5855-01452-0079).
Phoenix™ Intruder Infrared
(NSN: 5855-01-539-0639)

all battlefield assets

A trip wire activated IR beacon used to
detect movement along trails, roads
and entry points. The system consists
of a beacon, the trip wire unit, and one
reusable 50 ft. line



No or minimal training

Pegasus™ 2
(NSN: 5855-01-587-4822)



Simple deployment



JCIMS Compliant

tions that can be applied to

A programmable IR beacon with three
user-selectable flash programs including fixed flash and S - O - S.

Pegasus™ 2AA - IR
(NSN: 5855-01-618-0405)

A programmable IR beacon powered
by two AA batteries with three userselectable flash programs including
fixed flash and S - O - S. Integrated
attachment clips and a Directional
cover are also provided.

Pegasus™ 7.1AA Synchro IR,
(NSN: 5855-01-620-1938)

Synchronized IR beacon developed specifically for high risk
missions where rapid identification
of marked assets is critical. Powered by a single AA Battery. The
Pegasus 7.1AA is the current
standard for the British military.
Athena™ 1

Powered by a single CR123A
battery, the Athena™ 1 fixed flash
IR beacon is constructed from a
solid billet of aircraft aluminum
making the beacon virtually crush
proof. Includes a 550 cord retention lanyard.
Athena™ 2

Powered by two CR123A batteries, the Athena™ 2 fixed flash IR
beacon is constructed from a solid
billet of aircraft aluminum making
the beacon virtually crush proof.
Includes a 550 cord retention
lanyard.
Neptune™
(NSN: 5855-01-540-1898)

A multi purpose multi function
signal light developed to provide
the soldier and officer several ID
and illumination tools in one compact package. Can be used Combat ID marker or visible distress
signal. Wrist strap included.
Poseidon™ Phoenix™/
Pegasus™ Clip Mount

Provides both a watertight and
durable mounting system for the
complete series of Phoenix and
Pegasus IR beacons. Attachment
clips and a Directional cover are
also provided.

